
News21 Food Safety Seminar

Some Digital “Best Practices”



This presentation will focus 

on:

• Digital tools to help you with your 

reporting

• A digital storytelling overview – so 

you can start thinking now about 

how you might tell stories



Format

• Questions after presentation

• PDF with all the links in the 

PowerPoint and additional ones



Using digital tools

• To help with reporting by

– Quickly learning about the topic and 

staying current 

– Finding sources

– Gaining background for interviewing prep 

or writing

– Verifying information 

– Developing story ideas



Using digital tools

• To stay organized

– Handle large amounts of information –

dense government reports, scientific 

studies, deep websites, notes from 

interviews, etc.

– Need the ability to have information at 

your fingertips at all times 



Organization

• Basics

• To help with notes and file 

management, these are two good 

options: Google docs and Dropbox

https://www.google.com/accounts/ServiceLogin?service=writely&passive=1209600&continue=http://docs.google.com/&followup=http://docs.google.com/&ltmpl=homepage
http://www.dropbox.com/


Organization

• Both Google docs and Dropbox are 

on the cloud and share attributes:

– Good backup systems

– Files are always accessible from any 

computer (and phone) 

– Notes and documents are easily 

searchable (terms within documents)

– You can share with others







Organization

• Social bookmarking sites 

– Keep online documents organized and 

have quick access to them 

– Offer a streamlined way to collaborate and 

share information – you don’t have to e-

mail separate links

– Help with discovery by allowing you to 

search the bookmarks of others interested 

in the topic









Additional hints

• Test drive some of the sites to find 

one you like. 

• Make using it a habit

• Nothing is more frustrating than 

trying to recreate a search to find 

something you read on online



Additional hints

• Using a common folder-naming 

system across platforms is helpful

– Bookmark tags

– Word and Google doc folders

– e-mail folders 

– Paper file folders



Learning about a topic and 

staying current
• RSS readers help you quickly get 

up to speed on a subject

• It pushes information to you and is 

a one-stop shop for

– Blogs

– Websites

– Searches

– Twitter feeds



RSS Readers

• Google Reader

– Tutorials and suggested feeds to follow 

are listed in the PDF

– A quick look at Google Reader

http://www.google.com/reader/view/?hl=en&tab=wy#overview-page


Another option for staying 

current
• Twitter – another automatic feed 

that helps you to stay in the loop

– You can follow sources, government 

agencies, advocacy groups, fellow 

journalists

– It’s helpful to create a list so you can easily 

include that Twitter feed in your RSS 

reader. See PDF to learn how.

http://www.twitter.com/


Building your Twitter feed

• When you follow someone, Twitter will 

suggest others

• You can add the followers of the 

people you follow

• You can follow the lists of others

• Additional suggestions are listed in the 

PDF



Additional hints

– You might want to include some 

information in your Twitter profile about 

your involvement in the News21 food 

safety project (most people you select to 

follow will follow you in turn)



Additional hints

• RSS and Twitter feeds shouldn’t be  

static – cull often

• Keep your reader at a manageable 

level – so you can keep up and not 

be overwhelmed 



Additional hints

• If you set aside some time each day 

or each week to scroll through your 

reader, you’ll start to see trends, 

recognize experts and develop 

story ideas



General searching

• More effective Google search

• Use more than one search engine.

• Helpful suggestions and links in the 

PDF



Searching government 

sites
• These sites tend to have lots of 

information but it’s not always 

readily available

• Many offer automatic notification

• FSIS and GAO

http://www.fsis.usda.gov/
http://www.gao.gov/


Be systematic 
• Use a site map to help drill down

• It might be worth bookmarking 

pages within the site 

• Sign up for e-mail alerts and RSS 

feeds

• Take advantage of the site’s search



Searching for sources

• Twitter

• Search sites that monitor Twitter 

(see PDF)

• LinkedIn – use advanced search to 

find sources

http://www.linkedin.com/


Searching for sources

• Reports – look in appendices.

• Academic or scientific journals –

look in footnotes

• Blogs, online news sites – look in 

comment sections



Using digital tools

• Getting all these tools in place may 

take some time initially

• But have a streamlined and 

organized system will save far more 

time in the long run



Digital storytelling

• An brief overview to help you start 

thinking about what type of media 

would best be used to tell your 

stories 

• The following slides are adapted 

from Knight Digital Media Center 

reporting tutorial



Digital storytelling

• Show some examples that deal with 

food safety issues (excerpts and 

ads)

• These examples and others listed 

in the PDF



Photos and photo 

slideshows

• Capture a moment in time

• Show something is happening

• Provide emotional impact



Photos and photo 

slideshows
• Provide a sense of the characters 

or the place. 

• Do all of these things in a way text 

cannot

– Egg Farms Fight Contamination – New 

York Times

http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2010/10/07/business/20101007-farm-slideshow.html


Audio slideshows

• Uses visuals, but goes beyond a 

single moment

• Layered (adds dimension of audio)

• Because of audio:

–Captures sound, tone, voice.

–Captures emotion, inflection.

–Gives the viewer context.



Audio slideshows

• KQED multimedia project, with a 

slideshow that looks at how the 

FDA investigators check for imports 

at the Port of Los Angeles. 

http://www.californiareport.org/archive/R908202000
http://www.kqed.org/assets/slideshow/fda/index.html


Video

• Stories or aspects of stories that 

lend themselves to video:

– Action – natural disasters, sporting events, 

dance performances, etc.

– Central place in a story – video takes you 

there and gives you a sense of what a 

place is like.



Video

– Central characters in a story – video lets 

you see and hear them and how they 

behave. 

– Drama – especially when it’s a story that’s 

part of a larger drama. 

– Tainted meat – New York Times

http://video.nytimes.com/video/2009/10/03/health/1247464978948/tainted-meat.html?ref=us


Video

• How things work or how to do 

something.

• Stuff found in food – New York Times

http://video.nytimes.com/video/2009/10/05/us/1247464878696/stuff-in-foods.html?ref=foodsafety


Graphics

• Explain complex information or 

processes

• Explain numbers, statistics, 

timelines, geography

• Help readers visualize information



Databases

• Personalize information

• Provide interactivity

• Keep readers engaged

– Stadium concessions – ESPN

– FDA Recalls – created by a doctoral 

candidate in statistics

http://sports.espn.go.com/espn/eticket/story?page=100725/stadiumconcessions
http://recalls.flowingdata.com/


Multimedia inspiration

– News21

– Other sites are listed in the PDF

http://www.news21.com/


Questions?

mhassler3@unl.edu


